The past two years have taught us that research, teaching and learning environments can evolve, literally, overnight. Libraries need partners who can support them in very complex, dynamic environments. Together, ProQuest and Clarivate can be that strong partner.

ProQuest and Clarivate are complementary businesses. As one business, we have a broader set of strengths to draw from: Deliver better user experiences, connect the library more deeply across the campus – particularly with the research office – and we can give you better analytics and insights for decision making.

Count on us to be the trusted partner you’ve always known... but with powerful new ways to innovate on behalf of libraries. We look forward to working with you, listening to and acting on your feedback so that we can be the company you need us to be.

In the meantime, thank you for your business.
Libraries have the expertise and a unique platform to support university-wide diversity, equity and inclusion initiatives. ProQuest has shared this value for supporting every voice for decades and understands that budget and resource limitations are making it difficult to grow collections and services. ProQuest is your partner in meeting the needs of your institution in ensuring representation of diverse users and reflecting every voice, regardless of race, gender, sexual orientation, physical ability, age or belief.

**Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (DEI) Ebook Subscription**

Available on Ebook Central, this comprehensive and focused subscription represents a broad spectrum of voices, enriching teaching, research and learning. Experts have curated this collection, bringing together thousands of the most requested ebooks in areas like Asian Studies, Women's Studies, Indigenous and Native Studies, Black Studies, Gender and Sexuality Studies and Disability Studies, including many non-English titles.

**Diversity Collection**

Diversity Collection is an inclusive and user-friendly full-text database of more than 1,100 publications that provide users with critical viewpoints and content often left out of mainstream sources.

**What's new:**

30 full text scholarly journals as well as magazines and newspapers across a wide range of DEI areas have been added. Diversity Collection now includes:

- African American Review (Johns Hopkins University Press)
- International Journal of Cultural Property (Cambridge University Press)
- Southern Cultures (The University of North Carolina Press)
- Confluencia (Colorado State University, Dept. of Languages, Literatures and Cultures)
- Magazines including The Advocate, The American Athiest, and Hispanic Engineer and Information Technology
- Newspapers such as AsAm News, Navajo-Hopi Observer, South Florida Times

**ProQuest Black Studies**

ProQuest Black Studies brings together award-winning content in one destination for research, teaching and learning. This database combines primary and secondary sources – including leading historical Black newspapers like the Chicago Defender, archival documents and collections, key government materials, videos, writings by major Black intellectuals and leaders, scholarly journals, and essays by top scholars in Black studies. This outstanding content is supported by user-friendly functionality such as timelines, topic pages and collection pages that help researchers easily navigate the database to find the sources they need.

**LGBT Magazine Archive, Collection 2**

Explore the backfiles of more than 20 additional magazines aimed at a variety of LGBTQ+ communities, including, Kuumba (African-American), Matrices (lesbian feminist), Anything that Moves (bisexual) and American Gay and Lesbian Atheist. Publication types range from news titles (Gaysweek) and leisure/travel guides (Out & About), to journals aimed at professional audiences (LGBT Law Notes). With coverage from the 1970s to today, this collection provides insights on topics such as health, lifestyle, politics, social attitudes, law, activism, LGBTQ+ rights, arts and literature.

To learn more visit: https://go.proquest.com/EveryVoice2022

COMING SOON!
Engaged students are fully invested in learning. Research shows that they have more motivation, they’re more satisfied and they experience less isolation. The higher performance of engaged learners leads to greater student success in academics and beyond.

Distance and hybrid learning make engagement more difficult – yet even more important. Studies show that student performance in virtual courses may be significantly lower than in face-to-face classes. That’s why connecting students, faculty, libraries and curriculum is so critical.

Libraries Are Critical to Student Success

Now more than ever, your library serves as an “engagement hub” for the entire community. ProQuest can ensure you have the right content, tools and spaces to bring connection to your university.

Turn to ProQuest for content that drives engagement, that supports all learning styles and preferences, and that truly connects your students with their curriculum.

- **Content:** Compelling curriculum materials for a better learning experience
- **Experiences:** Platforms that support all learning styles and preferences
- **Integration:** Truly connecting students with their curriculum
- **Community:** Ensure your library is the heart of learning

Explore Tools & Resources to Engage Every Student

**The World’s Most Comprehensive Content Gateway: ProQuest One Academic**

With ProQuest One Academic, four core multi-disciplinary products – ProQuest Central, Academic Complete, Academic Video Online and ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Global – are available and cross-searchable on the ProQuest platform.

**Practical Resources for Future Business Leaders: ProQuest One Business**

ProQuest One Business delivers a user experience designed for business studies. This award-winning, business-focused resource intuitively guides students to the content they need for common assignments like SWOT analyses, case studies and industry reports.

**Immersive Literature Studies: ProQuest One Literature**

Developed with faculty, scholars and librarians, this database is an immersive destination for the exploration and analysis of poetry, stories, essays, plays and criticism.

**Easy Delivery of Course Resources: Leganto**

Leganto is a course resource list solution that helps foster meaningful and active learning. With Leganto, instructors easily build lists of resources that include all material types, and libraries streamline access to course materials and reduce student costs.

**On-The-Go Communications: Library Mobile App**

Patrons expect a mobile library experience that’s on par with the mobile retail, banking and leisure apps they use daily. This new app makes it easy for libraries to deliver exceptional digital library content and experiences to students through an easy-to-use interface and unlimited free push notifications.

To learn more visit: https://go.proquest.com/EngageEveryStudent
The increase in virtual and hybrid learning makes library support more important than ever. You need a partner who can help you provide an excellent patron experience, collaborate and communicate across campus, and support your university’s mission reliably and cost-effectively.

Get More Done

By unifying and streamlining workflows, librarians can deliver greater value through customer-facing services and better support teaching and learning.

Alma

Unify your print, electronic and digital collection management in an intuitive and focused way. Alma eliminates time-consuming manual processes and siloed systems, reduces costs and increases reliability.

Rialto

Enable data-driven decisions through a comprehensive academic marketplace with a single integrated experience.

Support Student and Faculty Success on Campus & Remotely

Exposé the content your patrons need – when and where they need it – through easy-to-use, accessible and mobile-friendly solutions that enable campus communications and simplify access to library resources.

Primo

Maximize the exposure of your library collections and provide your users with fast access to scholarly materials and intuitive ways to explore new content. Create and design your library’s user experience, while unifying resource discovery and management.

Leganto

Foster meaningful learning and engage students – online or in the classroom – with this resource list management solution. Leganto enables libraries to streamline access to course materials and reduce costs by leveraging library collections, expertise and services.

Library Mobile App

Integrated with key library systems, this app provides patrons with personalized services including search, account access, favorites, push notifications, information pages, guides and maps.

Advance Your University’s Mission

Get the most out of your collections by maximizing their exposure and leveraging flexible acquisition workflows. Plus, reduce costs by sharing resources from other institutions.

Resource Sharing

Save staff time and boost usage of your collections with fast and low-friction resource sharing from Ex Libris that...

• Manages a higher volume of requests and returns
• Shares print resources – including account courier networks and consortia
• Automates interlibrary loan processes, reducing turnaround time and cutting costs

Evidence Based Acquisition

Evidence Based Acquisition (EBA) offers librarians a budget-friendly, flexible and intuitive workflow solution that balances access and ownership. You can:

• **Broaden content coverage**, even with publishers without EBA
• **Inform your purchases** with data and usage analytics
• **Simplify program management** via LibCentral and Rialto
• **Make flexible decisions** and monitor budget spend
• **Collaborate through Rialto** — all staff have visibility into EBA activity

To learn more visit: https://go.proquest.com/ElevateYourLibrary/
Empower Researchers to Take on Global Challenges

The visionaries leading the way to a more sustainable, equitable and healthy future can’t do it without libraries. At ProQuest, we share your commitment to addressing global challenges like climate change, human rights and infectious disease. As your partner, we can help you provide:

- **Collections** that span centuries of newspapers, dissertations, journals, primary sources, video, ebooks and more to analyze every aspect and angle of a topic
- **Software** that helps libraries put the spotlight on researchers and their accomplishments – and enables them to connect and collaborate with peers, disseminate scholarship and discover funding opportunities
- **Workflow** tools that simplify the research process

Explore Vast Data Sets, Collaborative Tools and Researcher-Centric Technology

**TDM Studio**

Innovation often requires the analysis of thousands – even millions – of documents. That’s an impossible task for any human, and it’s where text and data mining comes in. With TDM Studio, researchers across disciplines have a more efficient path to making new discoveries in large content sets that are already fully licensed for their work.

**ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Global (PQDT)**

With 5 million citations and 3 million full-text works from thousands of universities, PQDT is one of the world’s most comprehensive collections of multi-disciplinary dissertations and theses. Using this international collection, researchers can uncover new ideas and innovations with more confidence and efficiency. With PQDT’s Citation Connections, researchers have a focused path of recommendations delivered from a global network of connected research.

**Web of Science™**

Clarivate’s Web of Science is the world’s most trusted publisher-independent global citation database. Guided by the legacy of Dr. Eugene Garfield, inventor of the world’s first citation index, it is a powerful research engine, giving your library best-in-class publication and citation data for confident discovery, access and assessment.

**Historical Newspapers**

Researchers must compare current global challenges to historical issues to make valuable connections. Newspapers are a vital tool in research - used by 72% of researchers and recommended by 88% of faculty. With newspapers, researchers can harness the past to inform the future.

**Pivot-RP**

Pivot-RP is the research funding solution that connects researchers to financial support. It leverages the most comprehensive global source of sponsored funding opportunities coupled with scholarly profiles to match researchers with financial partners and collaborators.

**Esploro**

Esploro research information management solution is part of the Clarivate suite of research excellence resources. It integrates with Web of Science, Incites B&A and Pivot-RP to deliver better showcasing, collaboration, reporting, and benchmarking. Among its features are automatic capture of research assets and population of metadata; scholarly information in one place; comprehensive researcher profiles and analytics on research collections and impact.

**RefWorks**

RefWorks is a cloud-based reference management service offering thousands of citation styles. It simplifies research workflow, making it simple to collect, organize, share and collaborate. It integrates with top writing tools, seamlessly imports from databases and discovery tools, and has administrative controls to measure ROI.

To learn more visit: https://go.proquest.com/GlobalChallenges
New Enhancements are Available to Search, Results and Document Pages, and Learning Management System Integration

ProQuest is continuing to optimize the ProQuest Platform with input from librarians and end-users.

Recent enhancements include:

• Additional selections on the main Search Page for searching by content source type, as well as enhancements that visually engage users, and provide a clearer indication of how many databases are being searched

• A new “Quick Look” feature allows users to preview results without leaving the search Results Page

• Suggested Sources on Document Pages offer recommendations via a more engaging and intuitive panel presentation

We suggest updating training materials to reflect these new enhancements. More detail, including screenshots, can be found on the Support Center.

ProQuest Platform Now Integrates with Blackboard

Integration capability is now available between the ProQuest Platform and the Blackboard learning management system, making it easier for higher-education faculty to embed library content in their course curriculum. Students can get direct access to journal and newspaper articles, videos and ebooks in the learning management system environment, without separately authenticating into ProQuest.

The ProQuest Platform also integrates with Canvas and Moodle.

Please visit the Support Center for more information, including set-up instructions: Integrate ProQuest with your Learning Management System.
ProQuest One Academic

A landmark resource with single point access to the world’s largest curated collection of essential content. Called “invaluable” by Library Journal, ProQuest One Academic, assembles four core multi-disciplinary products on the same responsive, cross-searchable platform. “This product offers both substance and style,” said the Charleston Advisor. “ProQuest One Academic is about intuitive as it gets.”

ProQuest One Academic includes:

**Academic Video Online**

A comprehensive video subscription, with 79,000* titles. The latest additions include titles from Sony Pictures Classics, The Cinema Guild, FILM PLATFORM, PBS, Passion River, CNN, Mitra Films, VRPO Dutch Broadcasting and more.

**ProQuest Central**

A massive, diverse and relevant research foundation across all major subject areas, with full-text scholarly journals, trade and professional titles, newspapers, magazines, dissertations, working papers, case studies and market reports. New content includes 950 journals from BMJ and Cambridge University Press, peer-reviewed videos on computing, physics and medicine from Springer Nature, and magazines like The Conversation and The Advocate.

**ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Global**

With 5 million citations and 3 million full-text works, PQDT is an extraordinary collection of diverse, multi-disciplinary dissertations and theses. It continually evolves with new content – 115,000 new works in Q1 2022 – and new functionality. Recently added, Citation Connections deliver Foundational Research and Similar Dissertations to aide in the collection of relevant and influential sources on any topic. Link to any of these sources in ProQuest One Academic or in your library holdings.

**Academic Complete**

An expanding collection of more than 219,000 multi-disciplinary ebooks selected for quality and relevance, including unique titles from Wiley. Now offering new content from Roman & Littlefield, Taylor & Francis, Brill Academic Publishers, Shweitzer Fachinformation, Emerald Publishing Limited, and more. Enjoy useful research tools, offline reading, DRM-free chapter downloads and a mobile-friendly interface.

**Expanded Territorial Rights for PBS Video Collection, Fourth Edition**

Now libraries in Australia, New Zealand, Europe, the U.K. and North America can own select video documentaries and series from PBS, one of television’s most trusted networks.

*Territory restrictions apply
With an entirely new, inclusive interface, faster page loads, improved design, and enhanced content, it’s easier than ever to locate relevant scholarly research and highlight your own work with Web of Science.

Citation Context: Enriching Cited References to Enhance Discovery

Gain a deeper understanding of how ideas are connected in the scholarly network with enriched cited reference data. To help you go beyond simple cited-citing relationships, the Web of Science team captures and displays additional data from in-text citations to provide context around how an item was cited. Whether you’re starting from an article of interest or a set of search results, enriched cited reference data can guide you to relevant articles faster. Additional citation context helps you:

Identify the purpose of a reference. View where and how a reference was cited. Was an article cited as background in the introduction or did the author highlight differing results from the study in a discussion section?

Find papers that provide valuable basis or background. Sort a set of results to find the papers cited most frequently as background or basis. Navigate to a list of citing articles with in-text mentions to see exactly how a paper was referenced.

Pinpoint must-read papers. Quickly locate the articles that were cited the highest number of times in your paper of interest.

Explore relationships between references. Identify references that an author cited together after the same sentence or close to each other in the same section.

Researcher Profiles: Demonstrate Your Impact

Raise the visibility of your work in the worldwide research community with a Web of Science profile. Recent enhancements to profiles make it easier than ever to demonstrate a complete view of your achievements and attract collaborators and funders.

Showcase more than your publications and citations. Peer review is essential to preserving research integrity, and you can highlight your valuable contribution to a field through publisher-verified peer reviews and editorships in your Web of Science profile.

Control your identity with a system that enables you and your work to be discoverable by the name you choose and to hide dead or maiden names you’ve previously published under.

Demonstrate the international reach and impact of your research articles with the new citation map feature. Easily explore the affiliations of authors that are building on your own research with an interactive visualization.

Citing items by classification

Breakdown of how this article has been mentioned, based on available citation context data and snippets from 12,716 citing item(s).
ProQuest One Business is a new solution designed to support the unique teaching and learning needs of business faculty and students. Developed in collaboration with faculty, students and business librarians, this comprehensive resource delivers a mix of practical and theoretical content in an interface that helps students build the research skills they’ll need for success in their courses and careers.

What’s New in ProQuest One Business:

- New subject browse that makes it easier for users to find content relating to specific subjects
- A more intuitive and visual industry browse to easily discover and use content and reports relating to specific industries, with a visual hierarchy that makes the structure of NAICS codes easier to understand for students
- Industry Overview Pages: similar in structure to the popular Company Overview Pages, these bring together information on key industries making it easy for students to find relevant articles, books, news, reports and more for more than 100 industries

...and even more content

- More than 150 scholarly journals including:
  - 35 from Emerald including European Journal of Management and Business Economics, Organization Management Journal, and Journal of Tourism Futures
  - International Journal of Rural Development and Cuadernos de Administración (Editorial Pontificia Universidad Javeriana)
  - 6 titles from Association for Information Systems including Scandinavian Journal of Information Systems, and Journal of the Southern Association for Information Systems

“The interface is sleek and intuitive... the variety of content users have access to in one product is remarkable.”
— Charleston Advisor Best New Product 2021

“In addition to outstanding content, the database is also superbly organized and easy to navigate.”
— Library Journal Best Reference: Best Database 2021
ProQuest One Literature offers a literature-specific user experience that brings together the most comprehensive collection of primary texts, eBooks, reference sources, full-text journals, dissertations, and video, for unparalleled access to historical and contemporary content by and about celebrated and lesser-known authors from around the world. Its content supports current research trends to help scholars, as well as the curriculum currently used in literature and interdisciplinary programs. Recognized as a Best Database by Library Journal, ProQuest One Literature is the most comprehensive, diverse destination for the study of literature today.

What's New:

• **Close Reading** — New features support the deep and thorough analysis of literary works. Software enhancements allow users to sort by and preview keyword occurrence within context in the results list. Users can also see hits of key terms in the table of contents alongside the text saving hours of time combing through texts.

• **Study Guide Browse** — An easy search and browse option for more than 200 Study Guides has been added, providing deeper engagement opportunities for some of the most frequently studied literary works. These resources provide a deeper dive into background information, detailed summaries, and insightful analysis points.

• **Visual Browse** — In order to better support discoverability of literature content, users who enter the resource via a document link are now presented with an opportunity to browse authors, works, movements and guides. This enhancement helps literature students easily find related content and make new connections.

**O’Reilly for Higher Education**

See also O’Reilly for Higher Education (OHE) in Science & Technology on page 20. OHE includes more than 47,000 eBooks on Business and Technology, together with 30,000 hours of video, learning paths, resource centers, case studies and expert playlists in a comprehensive learning ecosystem.
Ebook Central

Digital Course Reserves

Ebook Central offers thousands of textbooks to help libraries to achieve their mission of providing equitable access to students across all areas of studies. This new innovative model Digital Course Reserves, will bring even more textbook content to the library to purchase perpetually – available July 2022!

Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Ebook Subscription

Identifying the right mix of publishers, authors and titles to ensure representation of more voices is a challenge. That’s why ProQuest created the new Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Ebook Subscription. Curated by experts to bring the most requested DEI titles together, this subscription includes thousands of ebooks covering topics like:

- Asian Studies
- Women’s Studies
- Indigenous Studies
- Black Studies
- Hispanic and Latino Studies
- African Studies
- Middle Eastern Studies
- Jewish Studies
- Gender and Sexuality Studies
- Islamic Studies
- Disability Studies
- Poverty Studies
- Non-English Titles

500+ titles added in 2022 across multiple interdisciplinary subjects representing a spectrum of viewpoints.

Academic Complete

This comprehensive and affordable subscription is continually growing. NEW! In 2022, more than 11,000+ titles added including 300+ award winners.

Ebook Central Collections

- Open Access Complete
  - ProQuest is helping academic libraries discover and incorporate open access monographs into their holdings by hosting this new curated collection. Patrons can now use Ebook Central to read, print and copy or download chapters and full titles that are DRM-free. Over 2,500 titles from 40 publishers are available. Enable Open Access Complete in LibCentral to access today.

- Sustainability Collection
  - As higher education curricula expands to include sustainability, ProQuest is helping libraries identify the best, most relevant content across the breadth of this key issue. ProQuest’s Sustainability Collection includes Ebook Central’s most popular titles on Sustainability, helping connect students to resources that are in demand worldwide.

- Mental Health Collection
  - This collection will include top ebooks focused on various mental health topics, ranging from research to personal well-being.

Hosted Evidence Based Acquisition (EBA)

Hosted EBA on Ebook Central offers librarians a budget-friendly, flexible, and intuitive workflow solution that enables you to balance access and ownership. With broad content coverage from a variety of publishers, you can provide users with access to more ebooks, and then use robust data and usage analytics to make evidence-based purchases at the end of the program. And, you can easily manage one or more EBA programs through your existing LibCentral workflow. To learn more or to see a publisher list, contact your ProQuest Sales Representative.

Providing the best user experience with Ebook Central’s better than ever EPUB reader enhancements

We’re taking your patrons’ mobile experience to the next level. Ebook Central’s online EPUB reader now provides higher quality images, clearer text and fonts, and simplified navigation so students can access ebooks easily on any device. The latest enhancements include print capabilities, chapter download, pagination field and bookmarking.
Strengthen Collection Diversity with BBAS + RCL

New subject refine filters in the Resources for College Libraries (RCL) database make it easier than ever to explore core, peer-reviewed titles across interdisciplinary studies subjects. Bowker Book Analysis System (BBAS) provides customized collection assessment reports to help you amplify diverse voices and perspectives in your academic library collection. Use BBAS + RCL to conduct a diversity audit and build an inclusive collection that reflects today’s society.

Curated Topics

More than 100 high-quality print and electronic titles have been hand-selected by ProQuest librarians in emerging topics around the world. Login to your LibCentral, OASIS or Rialto account to scan the full list – or reach out to a book specialist today.

OASIS

OASIS is a powerful collection development tool that helps academic librarians acquire print books, ebooks and more.

A new, user-friendly design in OASIS makes content more accessible and makes acquisition activities faster and easier.

What’s New in OASIS:

• Streamlined Search Results Page: Quick, easy viewing of the most relevant information
• Geographically restricted titles will be hidden from search results by default
• Redesigned Pages including the Advanced Search input screen and Shopping cart / Express checkout screens
• Improved functionality to meet accessibility standards (including keyboard navigation and larger buttons)

Visit the OASIS LibGuide for more information on the new OASIS experience.

Syndetics Unbound

Drives patron discovery and engagement by offering libraries the most complete catalog enrichment solution.

Lists: A new element that empowers librarians to curate and display book lists right in the catalog. Your patrons can see the lists and browse the books in them, share lists with the other thousands of libraries using Syndetics Unbound, and use their lists in your catalog. Collaborate with your peers or work solo to showcase books in your collections.

Rialto

Rialto is a comprehensive academic marketplace designed for today’s selection and acquisition librarians. A single integrated experience enables data-driven decisions and greater efficiencies.

What’s New in Rialto:

• Upload to List: Upload a spreadsheet of ISBNs to a new or existing list, and search for them in the Rialto marketplace to view matching offers. Save time by searching and acting on many titles at once
• Title Alerts: An alternative to the existing recommendation feeds, create title lists for review according to a defined query and ranking at weekly, biweekly, or monthly intervals
• Evidence-Based Acquisition: Hosted Ebook Central EBA and Publisher Direct EBA are now available through your Rialto workflow. With EBA on Rialto, you can:
  • Make the most informed decisions. See all titles available in the EBA plan alongside holdings, DDA and other library activity to make the best purchases. Title usage is visible while reviewing
  • Make selection decisions throughout the program, easing the burden of making all decisions at the end. Staff can “pin” titles for potential purchase and view budget spend in real-time
  • Easily collaborate. All staff have visibility into EBA activity at any time – add comments to items in shared lists, avoid duplicate purchases and communicate seamlessly on selections

Digital Marketplace

Order ebooks on your preferred platforms through OASIS and Rialto, eliminating the time-consuming task of purchasing from multiple publisher and aggregator sites. New platforms include ManchesterHive, John Benjamins e-Platform and Gale eBooks (in the United States and Canada).
Black History

History Vault: Southern Life and African American History, Plantation Records, Part 3

Collections selected from the holdings of the Southern Historical Collection, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, representing rice, cotton and sugar plantations in North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi and Arkansas. Major collections include Cameron Family Papers and Pettigrew Family Papers.

History Vault: Southern Life and African American History, Plantation Records, Part 4

Focuses on plantations in North Carolina and Virginia, while also covering Tennessee, Kentucky, and Alabama. Major series of records in this module document tobacco and cotton plantations in the Tidewater, Coastal Plains and Piedmont regions of North Carolina.

History Vault: Rev. J.H. Jackson and the National Baptist Convention, 1900-1990

Reverend Joseph H. Jackson spoke about the importance of loyalty to the federal government and emphasized the ballot as the strongest weapon in obtaining civil rights. Jackson’s stance put him in conflict with other Baptist leaders, including Martin Luther King, Jr., who favored nonviolent civil disobedience to achieve civil rights reforms.

ProQuest Black Studies

Developed in collaboration with faculty, scholars and librarians, ProQuest Black Studies organizes award-winning content in one destination to support research, teaching and learning. It combines primary and secondary sources in an easy-to-use interface that directs students to the resources they need via topic pages, timelines, collection pages and more.

Cultural History

Entertainment Industry Magazine Archive – Gaming

Comprised of the backfiles of more than 50 magazines devoted to computer and video gaming, this archive spans the history of gaming, from the early 1980s to 2020. They are vital primary sources through which researchers can derive insights into the history of game design, marketing, consumption and more.

Early Modern History

Early European Books 20: French Spiritual Life (Arsenal)

The intensification of religious practice in France at a time of immense change in wider Europe is reflected in the memoirs of prominent French religious leaders. There are writings on Christian history, and the intercession and sacred treasures of saints, with insights into the cosmologies of family life.

Early European Books 21: Peace and Governance

Maintaining law and order through laws, ordinances, edicts and political tracts was not the only preoccupation throughout war-torn early modern Europe. There was also much debate around the concepts of peace and how it could be achieved and maintained for the well-being of the state and the individual.
Historical Periodicals

Far Eastern Economic Review Archive (1946-2009)

The most influential English-language newsweekly devoted to the East/Southeast Asia and Pacific regions during its 60-year history. In addition to business and economics, the magazine covered news, politics, society and culture, reflecting the key developments in these regions and the international events that impacted them.

Colonial Legacies: Empire and Commonwealth Periodicals

More than 25 serials relating to the later period of the British Empire and the Commonwealth, with focus on independence movements and decolonization. The collection encompasses British publications as well as magazines published in a range of Commonwealth nations, chronicling the experience of decolonization and postcolonial history, culture and politics.

Military & Diplomatic History


This collection covers nearly 35 years of U.S. involvement in what growing numbers consider the global crisis of our time. It focuses on the Montreal Protocol (September 1987) and the 2015 Paris Agreement, international negotiations that dominated U.S. climate policy during this period.


Covering the key periods of the 20-year U.S. war in Afghanistan, this timely collection provides researchers with a trove of revealing primary documents, chiefly from the Bush and Obama years.

U.S. History

History Vault: Americans for Democratic Action Records

This collection contains Americans for Democratic Action (ADA) records of campaigns on vital issues such as equal rights, disarmament, the Vietnam War, inflation, and unemployment.

Women's History

Women and Social Movements: Development and the Global South (1919-2019)

This database looks at women's global economic participation and activism over an entire century, including individual efforts, organizational initiatives and socio-cultural projects led by women in the global south. It includes previously undigitized primary sources, hard-to-find materials, a curated selection of government documents and contextual essays.

Woman and Social Movements in the U.S. 2022: Gender and the State

This collection is a document project focusing on San Diego (CA), designated by the federal government during World War II as “war impacted.” It highlights the childcare needs among diverse families and the complexities attached to providing that care.

Workers and Labor History

History Vault: Labor Priests: Progressive Politics and the Catholic Church, The Papers of John A. Ryan

Considered to be the most significant Catholic social reformer of the early 20th century, John A. Ryan was active during a critical time in the development of the Church's social teaching. This collection of Ryan's correspondence, writings, speaking engagements and personal matters spans 1892 to 1945.
ProQuest Historical Newspapers

Black Historical Newspapers

Black Historical Newspapers Extension Years

ProQuest is extending the years of coverage for the following titles:

- Cleveland Call and Post (1992–2010): Adding 18 years

Black Historical Newspaper: Louisville Defender (1951–2010)

The Louisville Defender is a weekly newspaper founded in 1933 and has been one of the main Black newspapers in the local Louisville area. The newspaper played an integral role in the fight for integration in the 1960s – an excellent source for coverage on issues affecting African Americans.

International Historical Newspapers

HNP: Hindustan Times, 1944-2000

This nationalist daily, one of the largest newspapers in India, was founded in 1924 by the leader of the Akali movement, Sunder Singh Lyallpuri. Edited by Mahatma Gandhi’s son, Devdas Gandhi, the Hindustan Times played an essential role in the Indian independence movement.

HNP: London Evening Standard (1827-present)

A local newspaper for the man on the street. The paper is known for its coverage of national political developments and raw, first-impression writing about international events from correspondents placed all over Europe, America and the Commonwealth.

HNP: South China Morning Post Extension Years (1958–2001)

ProQuest is adding extension years, 1958–2001, to this essential news source.

Historical Newspapers: U.S. State Collections

ProQuest Historical Newspapers now includes thirty-three new state collections, each featuring the most important titles covering a specific state in the United States. Access these state collections, many with titles going back over 150 years, and give your users insight into everything from local government decisions to historic moments that may not have been reported anywhere else.
National Theatre Collection: Volume II

National Theatre Collection: Volume II has added 10 productions (for a total of 20 video titles) including contemporary plays, musical theatre and modern retellings of classics, along with archival material to support theatre and performance studies.

Highlights include:

• **Top Girls**: Caryl Churchill’s feminist masterpiece directed by Lyndsey Turner is an innovative play about a country divided by its own ambitions

• **Angels in America Part One: Millennium Approaches**: Andrew Garfield and Nathan Lane star in Tony Kushner’s drama examining the American AIDS crisis during the Reagan administration

• **The Threepenny Opera**: A vivid and darkly comic new adaptation by award-winning playwright Simon Stephens, scored by Kurt Weill

Audio Drama: L.A. Theatre Works Collection, Volume II

Audio Drama: L.A. Theatre Works Collection, Volume II provides dramatic works from the archive of the nation’s premiere radio theatre company, performed by leading actors from around the world. These classic and contemporary titles address critical historical and social issues and can be used for research and instruction beyond theatre studies.

Highlights include:

• **8**: In this production written by Dustin Lance Black and directed by directed by Rob Reiner, George Clooney, Brad Pitt, and Martin Sheen lead an all-star cast in this portrait of an American civil rights struggle

• **August: Osage County**: Winner of the 2008 Tony Award® for Best Play, Tracy Letts’ epic offers a painfully funny look at a family struggling in the heart of America

Music Online: Classical Scores Library, Volume V

Music Online: Classical Scores Library, Volume V includes works from contemporary composers alongside scores from medieval, baroque, classical and romantic time periods. Upon completion, the collection will include 300,000 pages of scores sourced from individual composers and renowned publishers.

Highlights include:

• **The Harry Partch Edition**: A large compilation from Schott Music GmbH & Co. KG of the works of Harry Partch who was an American composer, philosopher and instrument builder

• **Son Dementas Cuerdas**: From Hilda Paredes, a leading Mexican contemporary composer

• **Ang Tren = The Train**: From Saundar Choi, Los Angeles-based Filipino composer and choral artist

• **Caccia Soave**: From Jo Kondo, Japanese contemporary composer

• **Squish!**: From Sadie Harrison, Australian composer, performer and academic

BBC Literary Adaptations in Video, Volume 2

BBC Literary Adaptations in Video, Volume 2 brings more than 250 hours of literary works to students, faculty, researchers, and library patrons. Adding performances of works like Persuasion and Les Miserables and talents including Olivia Colman, Minnie Driver, Julian Glover, Harvey Keitel, Cillian Murphy, Helen Mirren, and more, this volume is a must-have for the theatre, drama, performing arts, and literature disciplines.
Social Science Premium Collection

Social Science Premium Collection provides access to databases covering all areas of the social sciences. Content added in the last 12 months includes:

- 250 full text scholarly journals
- Magazines and news including *Dissent* and *The Conversation: Education*
- Working papers including those from the Brookings Global Working Paper Series

Gender Studies

Queer Pasts

This collection of primary source exhibits of queer history and culture, this database uses “queer” in its broadest and most inclusive sense, embracing LGBT topics as well as other sexual and gender formations.

LGBT Magazine Archive, Collection 2

More than 20 additional magazines devoted to LGBTQ+ issues, including titles aimed at a variety of readerships and LGBTQ+ communities, including *Kuumba* (African-American), *Matrices* (lesbian feminist), *Anything that Moves* (bisexual) and more. Publication types range from news titles (*Gaysweek*) and leisure/travel guides (*Out & About*), to journals aimed at a professional audience (*LGBT Law Notes*).

LGBT Studies in Video, Collection 2

Building on the first volume of LGBT Studies in Video, this curated selection of LGBTQ+ videos cover various topics from Trans rights to AIDS activism to the intersectionality of gender identity and race.

**Highlights include:**

- TransMilitary
- Dykes, Camera, Action!
- Queer Coolie-tudes
- Gaysiana
- Bolo Bolo

Political Science & Public Policy

Supreme Court Insight: 1897-1932

Supreme Court Insight offers records and briefs from 1897 to the present with dockets, petition and merit stage briefs (including amicus curiae briefs), oral arguments, written transcripts and opinions. The original module covers 1975-2016, with updates available separately. Historic modules include 1933-1974 and 1897-1932, coming at the end of 2022.

Trends and Policy: U.S. Environment

Bringing together primary sources relevant to environmental policy with statistics and data from federal government sources, this essential material is delivered within the context of topic pages, timelines, and newspaper articles.

NEW!

COMING SOON!
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Health Sciences

Health Research Premium Collection

Health Research Premium Collection’s mix of training content, scholarly literature and clinical reference materials prepares students for a career in healthcare and supports academic research. Rely on this foundation to help your users understand new subjects, access relevant literature and monitor the latest thinking.

What’s New:

Full text for more than 250 publications in psychiatry, neurology, dentistry, oncology, pharmacology, nursing, orthopedics, pediatrics, cardiology, public health, and more, including:

BMJ Publishing Group

• Family Medicine and Community Health
• Journal for Immunotherapy of Cancer
• Stroke and Vascular Neurology
• World Journal of Pediatric Surgery

John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

• Advanced Genetics
• Annals of Noninvasive Electrocardiology
• The Journal of Clinical Hypertension
• Liver Cancer International

Nursing & Allied Health Premium

This resource delivers a mix of practical and theoretical content in an interface that helps students build the skills they’ll need for success in their courses and careers. The full text of 65 scholarly journal titles has been added, including Orthopaedic Physical Therapy Practice (Academy of Orthopaedic Physical Therapy), Topics in Spinal Cord Injury Rehabilitation (Allen Press), BMJ Nutrition, Prevention & Health (BMJ Publishing Group), Journal of Children’s Orthopaedics (British Editorial Society of Bone & Joint Surgery), Maternal and Child Nutrition (John Wiley & Sons, Inc.) and Health Behavior and Policy Review.

This multi-format collection also includes multicultural reports, case studies and more than 1,000 videos to support teaching, research and learning.
SciTech Premium Collection delivers instant access to the most comprehensive, diverse, and up-to-date content available. We work with leading publishers to provide users with the information they need for teaching, learning, and research.

What’s new:

- **Peer-reviewed videos** from Springer Nature produced by leading academics and practitioners in computer science to help students learn programming languages or manage large data migrations
- **Reports** from governments and NGO’s around the world like the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) and Fisheries and Ocean Canada
- **Additional sources of gray literature** including conference proceedings from academic societies and preprints from ChemRxiv and Earth and Space Science Open Archive

O’Reilly for Higher Education

Spreading the knowledge of innovators, O’Reilly for Higher Education connects researchers, students and faculty to essential and authoritative business and technology resources in a modern digital learning ecosystem.

More than 47,000 ebooks, 30,000 hours of video, learning paths, resource centers, case studies and expert playlists enhance the experience, making O’Reilly an essential resource for libraries to help prepare learners for the future. O’Reilly supports multiple learning styles and users at all levels with rich and varied formats, responsive design, and an intuitive, dynamic user experience.

For more than 40 years, O’Reilly has inspired students and faculty to build skills, find answers and change the world. Named a “go-to database” for Technology in Library Journal, O’Reilly continues to lead the way with ongoing enhancements to its highly intuitive, browsable user interface.
Ex Libris

Alma

Alma’s unified library services platform provides libraries with a cost-effective library management solution. Centralized management of print, electronic and digital materials, unifies and simplifies the management of all library resources.

A few of Alma’s benefits:

• Alma Digital supports the management of the full range of the library’s digital content. Its easy-to-use workflows fully integrate with the familiar print and electronic resource workflows
• Alma’s Community Zone eliminates the need to manually synchronize records for electronic resources into the local catalog
• Alma’s artificial intelligent tool, DARA, helps users and libraries work more efficiently with automation options
• The Oracle Analytics Server together with the Data Visualization tool provide institutions with state-of-the-art analytic capabilities
• Alma integrates well with external systems – Cloud Apps, created by and for members of the Ex Libris community, continues to grow and is used by thousands of users

Summon

Summon is a resource discovery solution that enables patrons to uncover a wealth of academic content, while advancing information literacy.

What’s new with Summon:

• Preview pane includes additional functionality
• Custom Citation Styles addition
• Access improvements to Open Access content
• SAML integration for Sierra via Summon
• Rights updates enhancements
• More Quicklinks providers to improve full text access

MetaDoor

Libraries invest a lot of effort and money in creating high-quality metadata records for their collections because there’s a strong connection between good metadata and the ability of users to find materials they need. However, current metadata systems create silos around processing of records and integration with the wider internet ecosystem. The library community has been trying to find a solution in recent years which will make processing records easier while connecting metadata records to the wider world, and specifically search engines. Ex Libris is working on a new revolutionary Open Metadata Platform which will provide high-quality records via a community-based system supporting both existing and next-gen formats.

Ex Libris Library Mobile App

Following our initial launch of Library Mobile, we have seen over 20 institutions adopt our transformative mobile experience and take advantage of delivering exceptional digital services to their patrons.

The feature set goes from strength to strength, with enhancements to our Events function; addition of Alma authentication; and support for Alma patron information in our Digital ID Card. And later this year we plan to introduce support for Self Service completely through the app.
Esploro

Esploro research information management solution drives research impact and improves efficiencies.

Esploro is part of the Clarivate suite of research excellence solutions, tightly integrates with Web of Science, Incites B&A, and Pivot-RP. Together, the combination of solutions provides institutions with better showcasing, research collaboration, reporting, and benchmarking.

Esploro Highlights include:

• Smart data harvesting to automatically capture research assets and populate metadata
• Scholarly information – publications, preprints, creative works and awarded grants – showcased in one place
• Comprehensive researcher profiles
• Expert Finder – search for researchers by topic, affiliation, or name; find benchmarks about experts with Esploro analytics
• Auto-generated profiles and auto-populated metadata
• Comprehensive analytics and reports for insights on research collections and research impact
• Open APIs and out-of-the-box integrations with the academic ecosystem

campusM

A campus app that delivers an impactful student experience and helps students engage, succeed, and get the most out of their time at university.

campusM highlights:

• Hyper connected data model surfaces data to provide an overview of tasks, exams and events within a single pane
• New UX initiative makes app features more accessible, consistent and delightful
• Product integrations streamline access to core services like LMS and Library

Rapido

Rapido is a discovery-to-delivery library resource sharing platform focused on staff efficiency and user services. For staff, Rapido automates and simplifies the borrowing and lending processes, helping manage a high volume of requests efficiently. For users, Rapido provides a central location where they can find the materials they need with a quick and frictionless experience.

Recent Rapido highlights:

• Recently went live with its first users in the U.S. and Australia
• Includes a shared holding index of all libraries with their lendability terms
• Includes a new patron-focused discovery layer and a new staff interface for effectively managing resource sharing request

Leganto

Leganto, the Ex Libris resource list management system, helps foster meaningful learning and engage students – whether they’re online, in the classroom, or both. Leganto enables libraries to streamline access to course materials and reduce costs by leveraging library collections, expertise, and services.

What’s new with Leganto:

• Deeper integration with learning management systems (LMS), enabling a seamless experience for faculty and students
• Support for active learning, including Social Reading and Read & Respond assignments on course materials
• Enhanced functionality to support library productivity
RapidILL

With a community of more than 500 partners across the globe, RapidILL libraries have fast and low-friction access to a myriad of electronic and print collections. Designed by librarians for librarians, RapidILL supports dynamic resource sharing, enhances user experience, streamlines and automates interlibrary loan processes and reduces turnaround time and cuts costs.

Pivot-RP

Pivot-RP research funding solution connects researchers to financial support and facilitates collaborator discovery. Pivot-RP automatically matches funding to scholarly profiles, leveraging the most comprehensive global source of sponsored funding opportunities and an AI-driven recommendation engine.

Pivot-RP highlights:

- Intuitive and customizable user interface
- Streamlined workflows for single sign-on authentication (SSO) and profile claiming
- Link to full text of articles
- Access to Conferences and Papers Invited™
- Timely and trusted information from Research Professional News

Research Professional News

Research Professional News is an award-winning, editorially independent news service that provides exclusive, timely, and trusted information focused on research policy and funding around the world, including at regional, national, and international levels. Now available for U.S. institutions and their researchers, this news service provides invaluable insight from a team of specialist research policy journalists.

Controlled Digital Lending

Controlled Digital Lending (CDL) is a developing practice that allows libraries to lend a digital copy of a physical resource in a "lend-like-print" manner. Ex Libris has a vision for integrating CDL capabilities within our products to help librarians serve their users in the most modern and adaptive way possible. Ex Libris has taken the first steps to support libraries by providing CDL capabilities within Alma Digital, with more planned in the field of reserves management, general circulation and resource sharing.
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